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Description

The Bodytone EVOE1 elliptical trainer features a touch screen TFT console for surfing
the internet while training. With the included Polar heart rate monitor you can measure
your training precisely.

Structure is made of 110x52mm steel tubes with 3mm thickness. Double action mobile
arms and ultra-comfortable pedals padded with gel pads. Suitable for any user, as the
maximum weight is 160 kg and allows a stride length of 53cm.

Discover all its functions:

Follow-up using the MyBodytone app.
Connectivity: WiFi, HDMI, AV, Ethernet, USB.
Android operating system: install the apps you want!
20 intensity points.
Padded ultra-comfort pedals.
Heart rate monitor integrated.

And many more functions! Keep reading and discover them all.

CUSTOMIZABLE PRODUCT

In Bodytone, your elliptical EVOE1 with your gym’s colors.

Get a high degree of personalization that will make your customers fall in
love.

Contact us now

Gallery
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MyBodytone: discover incredible places.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/BQ1dSmuYIXM

TraininGym: manage your trainings.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/OxnJeYzaRCg

Additional information

Dimensions
218 x 74 x 160 cm

Weight
124 kg

Maximum user weight
160 kg

Stride length
53 cm

Brake force resistance
20 intensity levels.

Brake
Self-powered hybrid brake. (450W potency)

Handlebars
Dual action handlebars: handlebars to work with the upper body and handlebar with
heart rate monitor.

Structure
Steel tube of 110 x 52 mm with 3 mm thickness.
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Pedals
Pedals ultra-comfort with cushioned gel pads. 20 cm step-up height.

Transport
Integrated transportation wheels.

Accessories
Tray & cup holder.

Joystick
Intensity regultation.

Connectivity
Polar heart rate monitor, intensity regultation, USB connection, AV, HDMI and Ethernet
connections.

Display
21” TFT Touch Display with Android OS.
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